
Competitor Analysis

STEP ONE !
Words that relate to your design idea: !
Design concepts: !
Personalized 
Visual 
Social 
Modern 
Clean 
Intuitive 
Mobile !
Feelings that the idea evokes: !
Useful 
Straightforward 
Connected 
Affordable 
Easy 
Inviting 
Accessible 
Helpful 
Informative 
Consistent 
Engaging 
Approachable 
Needed 
Prepared 
Comprehensive 
Confident 
Comfortable 
Aware !
STEP TWO  !
Existing inspirations that relate to your thinking and explanations of why you chose 
those designs:
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!  !
The Muse  
http://www.themuse.com  !
The Muse offers exciting job opportunities, expert advice, and a peak behind the scenes 
into fantastic companies and career paths.  !
Many months ago, I stumbled upon The Muse and I was highly impressed by their focus on 
company culture, plus their website is very visually engaging. It took my own experience 
working at a company with horrible office culture to realize how important this is when 
deciding to accept or decline a position. While I perused their website, I found immense 
value in being able to view office spaces, read personal stories from staff, and generally 
gain perspective on what it would be like to work at one of these companies. The Muse 
has certainly satisfied a vast need in the workplace for transparency between companies 
and prospective employees. In addition to providing companies with the opportunity to 
create profiles on their site to attract top talent, The Muse also offers the ability for 
prospective employees to view employment opportunities at member companies, sorting 
results by type, level and location. The Muse has a focus on the U.S. tech industry, and I 
think it would be great to apply their concept of branded company profiles (emphasizing 
office culture) to a broader (and more comprehensive) range of positions, industries, and 
locations. Furthermore, I would like to apply their style of branded profiles to education 
providers, experience providers (who will likely double as employment providers), and 
funding providers. !
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!  !
MyEdu  
https://www.myedu.com !
MyEdu is an academic platform aimed at helping students get a better return on their 
education by helping them achieve their goals and position them for career success. 
MyEdu also has a recruiting platform to help employers be where the students are, 
educating them about what it will take to be successful, and build relationships to attract 
the right talent. MyEdu members can bring everything together in a unique visual profile to 
showcase their abilities and accomplishments. !
MyEdu is the most comparable existing service I’ve found to my design project. For 
instance, they split their users into “students” (seekers) and “employers” (providers); they 
allow student users to create profiles and then display their profiles (skills, education, 
experience, projects) in a visual way, rather than a textual way; they provide students with 
the ability to search for relevant internships and employment opportunities based on the 
information contained in their profile; and for employers – they provide similar branded 
company profiles that highlight internship and employment opportunities. Their profiles 
aren’t as stunning as the ones for companies on The Muse, but MyEdu shines with respect 
to the concept of providing students with a tool to visually communicate their suitability for 
a position, and then find experience and employment opportunities based on their profile 
information. MyEdu focuses on the ‘employment’ and ‘experience’ aspect of the equation; 
however, they are trying to connect students with employers (and vice versa) after students 
have enrolled in or graduated from a program, and I feel that the experience component 
needs to come before education (i.e. before students have invested valuable time and 
money in an education that may or may not satisfy their career goals and lifestyle needs). 
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!  !
LinkedIn  
https://www.linkedin.com !
LinkedIn is a social networking website for people in professional occupations and is mainly 
used for professional networking. !
LinkedIn is inspiring because of its ability to attain critical mass in the realm of professional 
networking. It’s an excellent model to look at in terms of how it succeeded in attracting 
professionals from all over the world and in a number of different positions and industries. 
The aspect of LinkedIn that is most relevant to my design project is their algorithm for 
introducing users to prospective connections, jobs, groups, companies, and articles based 
on their profile data. I would like to investigate the possibility of developing an algorithm for 
notifying seekers when a suitable provider has joined the network or posted a suitable 
opportunity, and vice versa – to notify providers when a suitable seeker has joined the 
network or added a ‘seeking’ badge to their profile that matches the criteria for the 
opportunity the provider is looking to fulfill. Additionally, LinkedIn offers a robust 
communication tool within their network, which allows users (i.e. seekers, providers, and 
peers) to connect, communicate, and share content with one another. This is a feature that 
I’d like to consider adding to the scope of my design project; however, it might fall under 
phase two. I would like to provide users with the opportunity to share (i.e. recommend) 
opportunities with other users on the network, as well as the ability to help introduce 
someone in their network to a new connection, which will help this user better understand 
and attain their career goals. !!
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!  !
Visual.ly 
http://visual.ly/ !
Telling stories with data. It’s a one-stop shop for the creation of data visualizations and 
infographics.  !
Visually will be a vast source of inspiration when it comes to thinking up new ways to 
visualize user profile data. I like to think of it as an idea bank for data visualization, but 
perhaps it will also provide me with resources on how to effectively and meaningfully 
visualize data. I may even turn to Visual.ly to help me rapidly iterate data visualizations for 
my design project during the prototype phase. 
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!  !
Milkround  
http://www.milkround.com !
Milkround is the UK’s leading graduate career resource with 100s of internships, 
placements, graduate jobs and schemes. They are committed to giving students and 
graduates career confidence by helping them find, apply and make their first step on the 
career ladder. The service offers direct access to employers, including ‘day in the life’ 
profiles. Milkround+ enables students to create profiles and save searches to their 
Milkround+ dashboard, which acts as a hub where users get recommended opportunities 
and can keep an eye on activity related to things they’ve saved or starred, including job 
alerts. !
Given that Milkround is the most widely used career resource in the UK, I feel the need to 
understand why and how. The main feature that I find inspiring about Milkround is its use of 
the Milkeround+ and the Milkround+ dashboard, which enable users to save searches and 
quickly get a sense of any activity related to their career goals. Since I will be implementing 
a ‘dashboard’ for my users, this is a great inspiration resource. !
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�  !
Everwise  
https://www.geteverwise.com !
Everwise connects professionals with people and insights that can help them succeed at 
every stage of their career. !
The mentor component of this service will provide inspiration for the development of a 
mentorship component to the “experience provider” aspect of my service, wherein 
experience seekers can connect with mentors to further their insight into a given profession 
or career in terms of lifestyle, earning potential, employment outlook, work environment, 
etc.  
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�  !
Student Awards 
http://www.studentawards.com !
Student Awards is a searchable database of scholarships, bursaries, fellowships, grants 
and other financial awards available to Canadian students. !
Student Awards is the first place current and prospective students go to search for grants, 
bursaries and scholarships in Canada. Given that I would like to welcome both funding 
providers and funding seekers as users of my service, it’s key for me to understand how 
Student Awards discovers and organizes information about funding opportunities, as well 
as the strengths and weaknesses of its service. !!
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�  !
Talent Egg 
http://talentegg.ca !
TalentEgg is Canada's most popular job board and online career resource for students and 
new graduates. TalentEgg helps students and new grads make a successful transition from 
school to work by finding meaningful student jobs, entry-level jobs, summer jobs and 
internships, and co-op job opportunities.  !
TalentEgg has quickly emerged as a leading place for graduates to find entry-level jobs, 
summer jobs, internships and co-op jobs in Canada. This is huge, and it certainly satisfies 
an important need in our economy. I’m intrigued to learn more about how TalentEgg 
launched in Canada, developed relationships with prospective industry partners, and 
engaged the interest of recent graduates and job seekers.  
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�  !
MyBlueprint 
http://www.myblueprint.ca  !
MyBlueprint is an education planner that helps students set goals, plan their courses and 
discover the opportunities available to them, by encouraging them to explore on their own 
and by providing them with a wealth of comparable information at their fingertips.  !
MyBlueprint (liken to its sole competitor, Career Cruising) is widely used in high schools 
throughout Canada as a tool for students to discover different career options and figure out 
what is necessary in order to attain employment in their desired career, stating with 
education. Understanding what it is about Career Cruising and MyBlueprint that has 
enabled them to become adopted at high schools across Canada will help me understand 
how to position my design project so that it may also be adopted at the high school level – 
i.e. before students start making career decisions and investing time and money into post-
secondary education. !!
Career Cruising  
http://public.careercruising.com/ca/en  !
Career Cruising is an interactive career guidance and pathways planning tool designed for 
people of all ages; features Canadian information on over 450 occupations, a career 
matching quiz, and resume builder tools; interactive career guide featuring multimedia 
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interviews with real people in many careers, in-depth occupational profiles, and information 
on colleges and universities.  !
Career cruising is widely used by many English-speaking high schools in Canada to assist 
students in identifying their career interests and then developing a path forward, which 
typically involves education. One huge component missing from this is the ability to connect 
high school students with professionals in fields of interest so that they can learn about a 
profession before investing time and money into their education. !

�  !
Desire2Learn, Degree Compass  
http://www.desire2learn.com/products/degree-compass/features !
Degree Compass delivers an interactive and intuitive application that helps students identify 
the courses in which they will be academically successful before they register. Powered by 
predictive algorithms that tap into the success of thousands of students who have taken 
the same degree path, Degree Compass presents a collection of courses that are 
necessary for the student to graduate, core to the student’s major, and in which the student 
is expected to be academically successful.  !
Degree Compass’ algorithms have inspired me to think about how I can develop an 
algorithm, which references profile information and career goal successes of users over 
time to help predict career paths for new users down the road. !
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!  !
ModernGuild  
http://modernguild.com !
ModernGuild is an online career-mentoring program offering different level of career prep 
courses taught by real world practitioners and trained career coaches in 1:1 settings.  !
This service is especially useful for graduates who find themselves with career-related 
deficiencies even after they’ve completed school. It provides insight into the gap that exists 
between what education currently offers and what the workforce needs in order for 
graduates to successfully land jobs. The steps involved in their program seem grounded in 
reality and pragmatism. !
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!  !
Thinkful 
http://www.thinkful.com  !
Thinkful enables users to learn to code faster with a mentor – an online school to advance 
your career.  !
The mentor component is of interest to my design project, as is the pursuit toward helping 
their users learn from experts and develop a job-ready portfolio. !
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!  !
Wishbone  
https://www.wishbone.org !
Wishbone is working to eliminate the opportunity gap through crowd-funded education for 
low-income students.  !
This is just plain awesome and absolutely inspiring. Plus it helps hard-working people 
achieve their career goals through affordable education and experience, which is part of the 
motivation behind my design project. !!
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!  !
Woofound, Compass 
http://woofound.com/compass.html !
Compass is a transformational personality assessment that recommends career paths 
based on personality and preference data.  !
Great idea, and the simplicity of its personality assessment may prove useful as inspiration 
for incorporating a career path tool in my design project. !
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�  !
AfterCollege  
https://www.aftercollege.com  !
AfterCollege is a career network for college students and recent graduates. They are trying 
to eliminate unemployment among college students and recent graduates by helping 
students explore jobs and internships based on answers to three questions: what did you 
study, where and when did you graduate. !
This is another career service for students and recent graduates, which provides them with 
‘next-step’ options based on the education they’ve already received. My question to this 
company is this: what if the student now has $80k in student loans from their previous 
education and realizes that the career they now want to achieve involves more education, 
which they are unable to pay for? While it’s never too late to switch career paths, it’s 
certainly a lot easier (and more cost effective) to make the right decision from the start. This 
company is providing a service as a reaction to the problem; I’d like to prevent the problem 
of misemployment and underemployment from the get-go and help people avoid spending 
valuable time and money on educations that they will not be able to or not want to use 
when they graduate. Furthermore, an education in the humanities (for example) does not 
necessarily mean that you will become a teacher – life happens, and people shift their 
career focus – it is insular to create a service that offers career paths to graduates based on 
the education they have when many people find all sorts of related or unrelated uses for 
their education, mostly out of necessity because they need to pay the bills. This is more of 
an example of what not to do with my design project, while also acting as a reminder of 
what’s available on the market for employment seekers today. !
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